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ABSTRACT

We revisit the debate over the competing roles of the public’s evaluations of experienced (retrospective) and expected (prospective) economic performance for presidential approval. We argue that formal education mediates the relationship between sentiment about the economy and judgments of presidential performance. An analysis of quarterly presidential approval across heterogeneous education cohorts for the period extending from 1978 to 2008 shows that Americans with relatively low levels of educations respond significantly to past economic performance in evaluating the president. Americans with relatively high levels of education evaluate presidents in terms of expected, long-run economic performance. Aggregate presidential approval contains multiple political responses to various economic signals; it is shaped by the views of both “peasants” and “bankers.”
There is substantial evidence that the American public’s evaluation of the economy influences its evaluations of the president. However, there is also substantial disagreement among scholars of public opinion about just how the economy matters when the mass public is asked whether it approves or disapproves of the job the president is doing. One view is that Americans are “peasants” who evaluate their president in terms of the past (retrospective) performance of the economy (e.g. Fiorina 1981; Key 1966; Norpoth 1996a). An alternative view is that Americans are “bankers” who evaluate the president in terms of anticipated (prospective) economic performance (MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1992, 1996).

These alternatives proceed from different theoretical assumptions about citizens’ ability to acquire and evaluate information about the economy and the ways that Americans as a group use information about the economy to evaluate presidents. Yet, Americans vary widely as individuals in political knowledge, political sophistication, and educational attainment. Characterizing the public as a set of either peasants or bankers ignores the strong probability that the American public includes both peasants and bankers.

We argue that the kind of economic judgments that influence Americans evaluations of the president vary systematically as a function of formal education, which is positively associated with political knowledge and political sophistication (Barabas, Jerit, Pollock, and Rainey 2014; Galston 2004; Granato and Krause 2000; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). Americans with less formal educations are apt to acquire less political information, to experiences greater difficulty in connecting information to political objects, and to be more reliant on experience or past performance to formulate evaluations of the president (Gomez and Wilson 2001, 2003, 2006). The less educated, politically informed, and sophisticated are more likely to evaluate presidents in terms of past performance. Conversely, the more educated,
politically informed, and sophisticated are more likely to use economic expectations to inform their evaluations of the president.

The informational and behavioral consequences of formal education create important micro-level heterogeneity in the relationships among past economic performance, expected economic performance, and evaluations of the president. This heterogeneity adds complexity into macro-level dynamics in presidential approval, which averages together individual judgements that are variously based on both forward-looking and backward-looking economic perceptions. This means that overall presidential approval is associated with both experienced and expected economic performance. This has been indirectly observable in the approval literature as scholars have found evidence for the primacy of both economic retrospections and prospections by applying different methods of statistical analysis to the approval time series. However, the consequences of variance in formal education for presidential approval ought to be more directly observable by disaggregating approval by education level. The resulting education sub-group approval time series should be relatively more or less influenced by economic expectations versus economic retrospections as a function of the included individuals’ level of education.

We assess this theory of heterogeneous presidential approval by estimating dynamic models of quarterly presidential approval (measured by the Gallup Poll) disaggregated by levels of formal education as a function of components of the Index of Consumer Sentiment dealing with sociotropic evaluations of economic tides in the past and expectations of economic conditions in the future. The model estimates support our theoretical claims. Presidential approval among Americans who have attended college is significantly associated with their long-term economic expectations and not with their retrospective judgments of the economy. Presidential approval among high school graduates is significantly associated with both
retrospective judgements of economic performance and long-term economic expectations. Presidential approval among Americans who ended their formal education before completing high school is significantly associated with retrospective economic judgments and not with views about future economic performance.

This analysis sheds some light on the divergent results identified by various analyses of aggregate presidential approval. Americans see presidential performance through lenses that are shaped by their educational attainment and factors related to the acquisition of formal education. Some look forward; others look backward. Thus, aggregate presidential approval contains multiple political responses to various economic signals; it is shaped by the views of both “peasants” and “bankers.” Though it remains unclear why differing analytic and methodological strategies employed by scholars of presidential approval have emphasized one or another of these, it is not surprising that there is evidence of multiple economic perspectives to influence a single macro-level phenomenon.

PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL AND ECONOMIC PERCEPTIONS

An active presidency is a central feature of modern American politics and government. Likewise, presidential approval—Americans’ collective judgment about the president’s performance in office—is one of the most informative and consequential dimensions of public opinion for the nation’s elections and governance. Among other things, higher presidential approval is associated with increased prospects for the president or his party to remain in office (Abramowitz 2008), increased rates of victory for the president’s party in congressional elections (Newman and Ostrom 2002), greater success for the president’s legislative proposals (Canes-Wrone and DeMarchi 2002), and more “boldness” in both the president’s domestic and foreign policy agendas (Marra, Ostrom, and Simon 1990). Understanding the dynamics of presidential approval is therefore central to understanding American national politics.
Mueller’s (1970) pioneering account of rally events and trends in presidential approval established a basic template for understanding the dynamics of Americans’ judgments of presidential performance. His approach included modeling some measure of nationally aggregated presidential approval as a function of past or present macroeconomic conditions, rally events and scandals, and some dynamic property of the presidential approval time series (e.g. Chappell and Keech 1985; Kernell 1978; Monroe 1984; Norpoth 1996a; MacKuen 1983; Ostrom and Simon 1985; Stimson 1976). The large literature on presidential approval has identified a variety of systematic factors that influence Americans’ evaluations of their president, including: responses to wars and foreign policy crises (Mueller 1970, 1973), presidential personality (Barber 1972, Newman 2003), and charisma (Edwards 2002). Yet, across this body of research, scholars are almost unanimous in concluding that presidential approval is related to the nation’s economic performance (e.g. Clarke and Stewart 1994; Norpoth 1996a, 1996b; MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1992, 1996, 2002).

Despite the evidence of a link between economic performance and presidential approval, there remains debate about exactly how evaluations of the economy translate into evaluations of the president. One view is that Americans lean on retrospective evaluations of actual economic performance to judge the president (e.g. Norpoth and Yantek 1983; Mueller 1970; Norpoth 1996a, 1996b; see also Key 1966; Kramer 1971; Tufte 1978 on economic retrospections in presidential voting). While early studies of presidential approval assumed that economic judgements of the president were backward-looking, more recent statements of this perspective articulate a theory of mass political behavior that emphasizes the strong influence of partisanship over economic expectations and the resulting endogeneity between approval and views of the future economy.
Norpoth (1996a), for example, argues that individuals’ expectations of future economic conditions are too strongly related to past economic performance and too greatly colored by affective biases to inform evaluations of presidential performance. In particular, individual evaluations of the economy are highly contaminated by partisanship. This is especially true for views of the future economy, which are less constrained by reality. Thus, the association between approval and retrospective economic judgments represents the influence of events on judgments of the president while the association between approval and prospective economic judgments are artifacts of partisan coloring economic expectations. Norpoth concludes that Americans judge the president in terms of “things done” and not “things to come” (1996a, p. 777).

An alternative is that Americans rely on expectations about future economic performance when formulating their views of the president (MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1992, 1996; Erikson, MacKuen, and Stimson 2002; see also Lockerbie 1991 on prospective economic judgements’ influence on voting). These scholars point to evidence that evaluations of past economic performance are not strongly related to evaluations of future economic performance (Conover, Feldman, and Knight 1987; Kellstedt, Linn, and Hannah 2015; Kuklinski and West 1981). They argue that this independence shows that Americans evaluate the future by rationally anticipating the consequences of current economic policy choices for future economic conditions rather than simply extrapolating from the past. In turn, they argue that a sophisticated observer of the president should evaluate him on the basis of his policy choices’ effects on the long-run performance of economy (as a “banker”) rather than its past performance (as a “peasant”). As a result, Americans’ evaluations of the president show “little gratitude for past prosperity independent of future economic promise” (MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1992, p. 598).
The debate between these two theoretical perspectives has often turned on issues of time series econometrics with different methods yielding competing conclusions about whether aggregate presidential approval’s association with the subjective economy is forward looking, backward looking, or both. For example, Norpoth’s (1996a) Box-Jenkins estimation strategy shows clear evidence for the primacy of economic retrospections for presidential approval (see also Norpoth 1996b). In contrast, MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson’s (1992) lagged dependent variable models of approval estimated by ordinary least squares shows clear evidence for the view that economic prospects matter most for approval (see also MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1996). Clarke and Steward (1994) suggest an additional method for estimating the competing effects of economics retrospections and prospects. They claim that the presidential approval time series is nonstationary and that an error correction model of the differenced approval series yields more correct estimates of the long-run effects of subjective economic judgments on presidential approval. Applying this method, Clarke and Stewart (1994) conclude that both retrospections and prospects influence presidential approval.

**BANKERS OR PEASANTS, OR BANKERS AND PEASANTS? HETEROGENEITY IN PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL**

The debate over the nature of the role of economic judgements in presidential approval touches on important questions about the influences of identities over behavior and individuals’ political sophistication and awareness. Disagreement about the role of economic judgements in evaluations of the president has also generated a related debate about the best way to model the presidential approval time series. Despite the substantial theoretical and methodological differences among these studies, they all rely on analyses of aggregate public opinion in order to make inferences about Americans’ individual political behavior. While this approach
generates valuable analytical leverage (e.g. Kramer 1971), it also implies that Americans are homogenous in their use of judgments about the economy to evaluate the president.

Yet, citizens vary widely in their levels of formal education, political information, and political sophistication (e.g. Converse 1964; Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996; Luskin 1987). Moreover, there are strong reasons to suspect that this variance may be associated with different ways of using economic perspectives to evaluate the president. First, there is much evidence that citizens with relatively higher levels of political awareness and political sophistication are generally more likely to receive and process political information, understand complex political concepts and “hard” political issues, understand the connections between particular issue positions and policy outcomes, respond to changes in elite political behavior, and be able to relate general political knowledge to concrete political choices (see e.g. Carmines and Stimson 1980, 1989; Converse 1964; Ellis and Ura 2011; Jacoby 1991; Luskin 1990; Ura and Ellis 2008; Zaller 1992).

Formal education likewise corresponds to important differences in political behavior. The study of the effect of education and its relationship with political behavior has a long history (see e.g. Campbell 1960; Converse 1964; MacKuen 1984). At the individual level, formal education is often positively correlated with political involvement and political sophistication (Barabas, Jerit, Pollock, and Rainey 2014; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Galston 2004; Granato and Krause 2000). At the aggregate level, education is often used as a “proxy variable for information heterogeneity” in the electorate, with those possessing more years of formal education being both better informed and better able to handle more taxing, or abstract concepts (Granato and Krause 2000: p. 535; see also Ellis and Ura 2011; MacKuen 1984).

Moreover, the informational and cognitive advantages associated with political sophistication, formal education, and their correlates have important consequences for
presidential voting. There is convincing evidence that variance in political sophistication leads to heterogeneity in the ways that citizens use economic judgments to make presidential vote choices. Although voters at all levels of political sophistication make a connection between the state of the national economy and the candidates running for president, only more sophisticated voters are able to make the more “distal and abstract attribution” of changes in their personal circumstances to changes in public policy (Gomez and Wilson 2001, p. 901). As a result, less sophisticated voters cast ballots in American national elections on the basis of perceived changes in aggregate economic conditions alone, while more sophisticated voters are influenced by both judgements about the performance of the nation’s economy and changes in their own personal economic situation (Gomez and Wilson 2001, 2003, 2006).

The influence of political information, political sophistication, and formal education—which are strongly related at the individual level—for political behavior suggests important theoretical insights into the problem of economic perceptions in presidential approval. In particular, variance in knowledge, sophistication, and education should be associated with heterogeneity in Americans’ ability to formulate and relate relatively “distal and abstract” expectations of the nation’s future economic performance to their evaluations of the president. More educated, well-informed, and sophisticated individuals are more apt to be exposed to information about the nation’s long-term economic prospects, to be able to connect information about the economy to relevant political objects and actors, and to sample considerations pairing economic expectations with the president when asked to judge his performance in office (Zaller 1992). In contrast, the less educated, sophisticated, and informed, on average, have greater difficulty in obtaining information about the expected performance of the national economy and in connecting whatever information they obtain to political actors. As a result, considerations
relating future economic performance to the sitting president are less available for sampling while formulating a survey response.

These differences in individuals’ abilities to receive, process, and access information forms the basis of different foundations for presidential approval. The less educated, politically informed, and sophisticated will be more likely to evaluate presidents in terms of the observed, past performance of the economy. The more educated, politically informed, and sophisticated will be more likely to use information about the likely state of the future economy to inform their evaluations of the president. To use the literature’s metaphor, individuals with greater information, sophistication, and education are more likely to be “bankers,” while those with lesser information, sophistication, and education are more likely to be “peasants.”

**ASSESSMENT: DATA AND METHODS**

To assess the extent of heterogeneity in the role of economic perceptions in shaping presidential approval, we disaggregate presidential approval by three levels of formal education—grade school education, high school education, and college—and model each as a function of the group’s subjective sociotropic retrospections and sociotropic expectations about the performance of the United States economy controlling for current (objective) macroeconomic conditions, rally events and scandals, as well as fixed effects for individual presidents. If our theoretical claims are correct, we should observe differences among the associations between the groups’ approval time series and their subjective views of the economy. Presidential approval among the least educated group (grade school), which is also likely to be the least politically sophisticated and informed cohort, should be most strongly associated with views about the past performance of the economy. Presidential approval among the most educated group (college), which is also likely to be the most politically sophisticated and informed cohort, should be most strongly associated with views about the expected
performance of the economy. Finally, presidential approval among the middle education group (high school) should occupy a middle position in terms of economic perceptions. The middle cohort’s approval series should be more strongly associated with economic retrospections than the most educated group’s approval series, but less so than the least educated group’s approval series. The middle group’s approval series also should be more strongly associated with economic expectations than the least educated group’s approval series, but less so than the most educated group’s approval series.

To measure presidential approval, we drew on Gallup surveys stored electronically at the Roper Center Public Opinion Archives to compute the percentage of respondents who approved of the way the president is handling his job among three (self-reported) education cohorts: those who did not finish high school (grade school), those who completed high school but never attended college (high school), and those who attended at least some college (college). We compiled these into quarterly indicators of presidential approval for each group from 1978 (when companion economic sentiment data become available) through 2008. Figure 1 illustrates these time series.

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

To measure economic retrospections and prospections, we utilize component items of the Survey of Consumers Index of Consumer Sentiment, collected by the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan. In particular, we use two items related to respondents’ views of past and future conditions for business in the United States to measure the perceived past and future health of the United States economy:

1. Business Retrospections: “Would you say that at the present time business conditions are better or worse than they were a year ago?”
2. *Long Term Business Expectations:* “Looking ahead, which would you say is more likely—that in the country as a whole we’ll have continuous good times during the next five years or so, or that we will have periods of widespread unemployment or depression, or what?”

Since 1978, the ICS and its components have been reported for various demographic subgroups, including education cohorts, in addition to national averages. Therefore, we were able to create a quarterly time series for each of the items broken down by education level: grade school, high school, and college.1 The answers to these items are aggregated quarterly within education groups. The scores are computed by taking the favorable replies minus the unfavorable replies and then adding 100. Thus, a higher score (above 100) indicates a more favorable response while a lower score (below 100) indicates a less favorable response.

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for the resulting economic sentiment series. The data show that less educated Americans are generally less enthusiastic about the past and more pessimistic about the future than more educated Americans. The business retrospections index scores are 12.65 points lower, on average, among those with a grade school education than among those with at least some college. The difference is even more stark when evaluating the future. The business expectations index scores are 27.65 points lower, on average, among those with a grade school education than among those with at least some college. Additionally, there is somewhat less variance in economic evaluations among the lower educated cohorts. This is more pronounced for economic retrospections than prospections, though. The standard deviation of the economic retrospections scores for the grade score cohort is roughly thirteen points lower than the college-educated cohort’s standard deviation. The between-group differences in the variance in economic prospection scores are more modest, though. The
The standard deviation of the grade school cohort’s economic expectations score is only about four points less than the college cohort’s expectations score’s standard deviation.

**TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE**

Following MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson (1992), we identify indicators of objective economic indicators (inflation and change in unemployment) as well as time series indicating events that “left a major impact on the quarter’s average reading” (608). With these data in hand, we again follow MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson (1992) in estimating Koyck lagged dependent variable (LDV) models for each education cohort’s quarterly presidential approval as a function of lagged approval (t–1) plus the current values of the items from the Index of Consumer Sentiment, current values of the objective economic indicators of inflation and change in unemployment, and controls for presidential administrations and political events. The bivariate form of this model is:

\[ y_t = \beta_0 + \beta_2 y_{t-1} + \beta_1 x_t + \epsilon_t. \]

We estimate the four presidential approval models as a system of seemingly unrelated regression equations.

We adopt with MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson’s (1992) approach for several reasons. First, this framework has produced the strongest evidence for a prospective view of presidential approval. Using this approach leaves us to look for evidence of retrospective economic judgments weighing on presidential approval where we are least likely to find them. The LDV setup is also simple and transparent with useful econometric properties. This model is appropriate for our analysis because the independent variables are “hypothesized to affect the dependent variable immediately and then leave a residue that declines gradually over time” (p. 601, see also MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1996). By using a lagged dependent variable model, we are able to consider the effects of the explanatory variables on presidential approval.
in previous quarters without having to include their past values in the equation. The autoregressive error component is captured in the coefficient for lagged approval rather than in the residuals. While this model may introduce bias and inconsistency into the results with the inclusion of the lagged dependent variable, it is a more conservative test of our hypotheses in that it may lead us to commit Type II, but not Type I, errors in our analysis (Keele and Kelly 2005).

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The estimates reported in Table 2 provide support for our theory of heterogeneous presidential approval. The association between Americans’ evaluations of the U.S. economy and their evaluations of the president vary systematically as a function of formal education, which is strongly correlated with political knowledge and political sophistication. At the lowest levels of formal education, Americans’ evaluations of the president are most strongly influenced by their views of past economic performance. At increasingly higher levels of education, presidential approval becomes more strongly associated with individuals’ expectations about future economic performance. Individuals with greater information, sophistication, and education, as a group, behave more like “bankers” while those with lesser information, sophistication, and education behave more like “peasants.”

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

Among the least educated Americans—those who did not complete high school—economic expectations have little bearing on presidential approval. The coefficient for long-run business expectations on grade school presidential approval is substantively small and not statistically distinguishable from zero. Instead, the least educated Americans’ perceptions of past economic performance is a positive and significant predictor of that group’s evaluation of the president. Each point increase in the bottom education cohort’s business retrospection at
time \( t \) predicts a contemporary increase of 0.08 points in its approval of the president. A one standard deviation increase in grade school business retrospections (28.41 points) predicts an increase of just over two and a half points (2.27), or slightly less than one fifth of a standard deviation of that group’s presidential approval series.

In contrast, the model of the high school cohort’s approval series shows that it is significantly associated with both economic retrospections and economic expectations. High school graduates’ long-term business expectations are significantly and positively associated with their approval of the president. Each point increase in high school long-term business expectations predicts an increase of 0.11 points in approval. Each standard deviation increase in high school graduates’ expectations of business conditions in the long-term (18.30 points) predicts an increase of 0.14 standard deviations in the group’s presidential approval.

High school graduates’ evaluations of the past performance of the economy are also positively and significantly related to their presidential approval. Each point increase in the high school cohort’s business retrospection index score predicts an increase of 0.05 points in its approval of the president. Each standard deviation increase in high school graduates’ expectations of business conditions in the long-term (36.93 points) predicts an increase about 0.13 standard deviations in the group’s presidential approval.

As expected, presidential approval among those who have attended at least some college exhibits the clearest association with its views of the likely state of the future economy. The predicted effect of long-term business expectations on the group’s presidential approval time series is positive and significant. Each point increase in the college cohort’s long-term business expectations score at \( t \) predicts a contemporaneous increase of 0.17 points in the group’s approval of the president. A standard deviation’s increase in the college cohort’s business expectations score (19.28 points) predicts an increase of 0.26 standard deviations in the group’s
presidential approval. In contrast, the association between college educated Americans’ retrospective economic evaluations and presidential approval is statistically indistinguishable from zero.

Since our principal theoretical claims involve differences in the magnitude of the groups’ use of either prospective or retrospective economic judgments to evaluate the president, an important test of our theory involves an assessment of the significance of the difference in the predicted effects of forward-looking and backward-looking economic judgments between groups rather than between each coefficient and zero. Table 3 presents these results of these between-model hypothesis tests. Comparisons of the various model estimates provide support for our theoretical claim that increased formal education, which is closely linked to greater political knowledge and political sophistication, is associated with an increasingly prospective take on presidential approval.

TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE

The differences among the model estimates also support our theoretical claims. All of the between group differences are correctly signed—lower education cohorts are uniformly more backward-looking and less forward-looking than higher education cohorts. These differences are clearest in the comparisons between the highest and lowest education groups. Presidential approval among those with at least some college education is less strongly associated with that group’s views about the past performance of the economy than it is among those without a high school diploma ($p=0.03$). Likewise, presidential approval among those with at least some college education is more strongly associated with that group’s views about the likely state of the future economy than it is among those without a high school diploma ($p=0.01$).
The data also show that the high school cohort occupies a middle position in terms of the associations between perceptions of the economy and presidential approval. The estimated effect of economic retrospections on the high school group’s presidential approval is significantly smaller than the predicted effect of retrospections for the college group. It is also larger than the predicted effect of retrospections for the grade school group, but not significantly so. Conversely, the estimated effect of economic prospections on the high school group’s evaluations of the president is smaller than the predicted effect of prospections for the college group and larger than the predicted effect of prospections for the college group. Neither of these differences is significantly different than zero, though.

Despite the observed heterogeneity in the associations between subjective evaluations of the economy and presidential approval, the three education cohorts’ presidential approval series respond similarly to other predictors. There is no significant relationship between any of the three presidential approval time series and the objective indicators of economic performance, contemporaneous inflation and the first difference of unemployment. However, all three approval series are positively and significantly associated with rallies and scandals. Indeed, the predicted effect of a one unit increase in the rally event count is about five points for all groups. Finally, we also note that the estimated strength of the various series autoregressive processes are comparable, though the college educated cohort’s approval series exhibits somewhat less serial dependence than the other two.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

The model estimates provide support for our prediction that formal education is associated with variance in the dynamics of presidential approval. The data show a less retrospective orientation in evaluating the president and a greater prospective orientation as one looks from the least educated Americans to the most educated Americans. However, the
data do not yield evidence of crisp difference from one education group to the next. Instead, they show a continuum of behavior. As formal education increases, Americans gradually turn their gaze from past economic performance to expected economic conditions when evaluating the president.

These results have several implications. First, aggregate presidential approval’s association with the economy is neither strictly forward looking nor strictly backward looking. The American public contains groups of “peasants” and “bankers” as well as a large strata of the public that defies these categories by considering both the past and future in evaluating the president. Aggregate judgments of presidential performance are products of all these currents, and both retrospective and prospective views of the economy echo in presidential approval at the same time (Clarke and Stewart 1994). It is therefore entirely sensible that different analytical or methodological approaches to modeling the presidential approval time series may variously identify or emphasize its prospective (MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1992, 1996) or retrospective (Norpoth 1996a, 1996b) properties.

Additionally, the data provide further evidence that formal education and its correlates influence the kind of political information individuals use to make political judgments. Individuals with relatively high levels of formal education, who are likely to be highly politically informed and politically sophisticated, are more apt to relate expectations of the nation’s expected, long-run economic performance to their evaluations of the president compared to those with relatively low levels of formal education, who more greatly emphasize observations of recent economic performance (Gomez and Wilson 2001, p. 901). This result is consistent with prior research showing that more politically sophisticated individuals tend to formulate presidential vote choices by ascribing credit or blame for changes in their personal
circumstances to more distant and abstract actors than less sophisticated voters (Gomez and Wilson 2001, 2003, 2006).

The identification of additional complexity in presidential approval also informs a more complete portrait of American national government. Presidential approval is often taken as an indicator of the president’s public political capital. Our analysis emphasizes the point that presidential approval, like any aggregate tally of political support, lumps together support from various constituencies, socioeconomic groups, and levels of political awareness and ability. The extent to which any given president’s support may be robust or fragile depends, in part, on the composition of supporters. A president whose support comes disproportionately from less educated and less politically sophisticated and knowledgeable elements of the public holds a more unstable political position than a president whose enjoys greater support from groups that are more educated, sophisticated, and knowledgeable. Short-term economic fluctuations will have greater effect on evaluations of the president among the less educated, who are less attentive to expectations about unfolding trends. Presidents’ ability to turn any given period of heightened popularity into a sustained effort to achieve a political purpose, therefore, may turn on the composition of his base of support as much as his level of support at any given moment.

1 The Index of Consumer Sentiment and its components are reported for multiple education groups. For our purposes, to create comparable measures across presidential approval and economic perceptions, we averaged responses for the index items for the categories “some college,” “college degree,” and “grad school” into one category: college educated.


\(^3\)We exclude the first quarter of each new president’s first term to avoid estimating a model of approval that expresses an incoming president’s approval as a function of his predecessor’s approval through the lagged dependent variable.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Quarterly ICS Business Components for Three Education Cohorts, 1978-2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Retrospections</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade School</td>
<td>84.80</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>130.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>92.48</td>
<td>36.93</td>
<td>141.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>97.45</td>
<td>41.25</td>
<td>162.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Expectations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade School</td>
<td>71.82</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>73.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>84.61</td>
<td>18.30</td>
<td>85.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>99.47</td>
<td>19.28</td>
<td>92.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Quarterly Presidential Approval for Three Education Cohorts, 1978-2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Grade School</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic Perceptions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Perceptions_1</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Expectations_1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic Conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation_1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.51)</td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔUnemployment_1</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.62)</td>
<td>(2.36)</td>
<td>(2.13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Events</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rallies and Scandals_1</td>
<td>5.30*</td>
<td>4.96*</td>
<td>5.70*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.09)</td>
<td>(1.12)</td>
<td>(1.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamics and Constant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential Approval_{i-1}</td>
<td>0.72*</td>
<td>0.71*</td>
<td>0.60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant_i</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-5.98</td>
<td>-2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7.01)</td>
<td>(6.86)</td>
<td>(6.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fit and Diagnostics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breusch-Pagan X²</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>p=0.01</td>
<td>p=0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breusch-Godfrey LM</td>
<td>p=0.23</td>
<td>p=0.08</td>
<td>p=0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Unless otherwise indicated, cell entries are seemingly unrelated regression coefficients (robust standard errors in parentheses). *p<0.05; one-tailed tests. Models also include unreported fixed effects for each president. The Breusch-Pagan test evaluates the null hypothesis of constant error variance. The Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange multiplier tests the null hypothesis of uncorrelated residuals. N=119 for all models.
Table 3: Estimated Between-Group Differences in Effects of Economic Perceptions on Presidential Approval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Retrospections</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Business Expectations</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade School-High School</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Grade School-High School</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School-College</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>High School-College</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade School-College</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Grade School-College</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table reports the results of Wald \( \chi^2 \) tests of the null hypothesis of no difference in the estimated coefficients for Economic Retrospections and Economic Prospections reported in Table 2 for each pair of education cohorts. \( p \) values are for one-tailed tests.
Figure 1: Presidential Approval by Education Cohort, 1978:1-2008:4